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Operation Instructions 

1.1 Run Back-end Software 

Boot the computer, double click "  " on the desktop to start the video and database initialization, 

and finally enter the client main interface. 

1.2 Main Interface of Back-end Software 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

The software main interface comprises control area, image display area and quick operation area. 

1. Control area 

 

Figure 3 

2. Image display area: The standard configuration is a four-screen display area. The infrared and 

visible light real time videos are automatically played on the first and second split screens, and 

the temperature of the human body on the monitor screen is measured. If the human body 

temperature is found to exceed the set temperature, an alarm will be given, and the infrared and 

visible light images when the alarm is triggered will be displayed on the third and fourth split 

screens. The historical alarm records can be queried in "History". 

*The system has the function of automatic face detection. By default,in visible camera view field 

it automatically tracks and detects faces, as shown in Figure 1. When the highest temperature of 

human face is detected to reach the set alarm threshold, the color of temperature value changes 

from green to red. 

 

3. Quick operation area: Here, the photo taking, screen switching and alarm sound can be clicked 

off or on. 

Face detect box 

 
Face detect box 

Temperature over 

limit snapshot 

Temperature over 

limit snapshot 
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" " sets the single screen display function 

 " " Not support yet. 

" " displays the screen shot of the current system function 

 " " displays the switching display page function 

 " " opens or closes the alarm sound function 

 

 

Figure 4 

1.3 Basic Control Area Settings 

The basic control area of the device on the top of the main interface. 

1.3.1 Device Config 

Use according to the default configuration without change. 

 

Figure 5 
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1.3.2 System Config 

1. Image Settings 

 
Figure 6 

Click the "Image Settings" option and set the image. 

➢ Infrared image control 

◆ Infrared palette: Select the palette type of the infrared image and display the palette according to your 

own needs. The system default palette is type 1. 

◆ Infrared detector "Correcting" function: The system defaults as automatic calibration of the device. 

This function is generally used during product calibration. You can click "Correcting" once before 

temperature measurement. 

◆ Display OSD: It mainly controls the time character size displayed on the image. The OSD coordinate 

is the position of the time character, including OSD abscissa and OSD ordinate. 

➢ Visible light image control 

◆ Brightness, contrast, chroma and hue settings: Adjustment may be made according to the current 

image. 

 

2. Temperature Correction 
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Figure 7 

In the manual temperature correction box, enter the corrected value. The corrected temperature can be 

negative. After the correction, click the correct and apply buttons below. 

Or you can choose automatic correction, and input the average ambient temperature in the 

“Environment”. 

In addition to the temperature correction, there is a underarm temperature correction function, which can 

be activated after the temperature correction. The function can automatically display the measured body 

surface temperature value as the corresponding underarm temperature. 

 

3. Position Calibration 

Because the infrared and visible light images have different monitoring angles, so infrared and visible light 

videos will be different. In order to let the system build up the relation between the infrared and visible 

light videos, the user must correct the position before performing other operations. Position calibration 

means making the same object in the real-time infrared video and in the real-time visible light video. 
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Figure 8 

Setting: Click the "Position Calibration" button. The yellow and green calibration points appear on the  

infrared and visible light videos respectively. The yellow calibration points on the two videos move to the 

same object, and the green calibration points on the two videos move to another same object. After all the 

four points are set, click "Apply" to complete the setting. 

Note:   1. If the position of the device does not change after the calibration is completed, no further 

calibration is required. 

    2. The four calibration points should be as close to the diagonal line of the image as 

possible. 

 3. Two pairs of calibration points need to be corresponded one-to-one. 

 

4. Blackbody Setting 

 

Position 2 coincides 

with the CMOS image 

position 

Position 1 coincides with 

the CMOS image position 

Position 2 coincides 

with the IR image 

position 

Position 1 coincides 

with the IR image 

position 
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Figure 9 

The function of the blackbody is that through the blackbody temperature source, the system can 

automatically perform the real-time correction and compensation and calibrate the accuracy of the system. 

When the blackbody is being placed, the distance between the blackbody and the camera should be about 

2-5 meters. When the height of the blackbody is being adjusted, the blackbody should be on the upper left 

corner or upper right corner of the image on the infrared monitoring screen. 

Setting: Click the "Blackbody Configuration" button to frame the position of the blackbody on the 

real-time infrared video. Right-click on the blackbody box to set the blackbody temperature (to be 

consistent with the actual blackbody temperature), and then click the "Apply" button. 

If the user has set the blackbody area box, click the "Apply" button to display the set blackbody area box 

on the real-time infrared video. Then, the user can adjust the size and position of the blackbody area box. 

After the setting is completed, click the "Apply" button. 

Note: Only one blackbody area box can be set. 

 

5. Alarm Settings 

blackbody 

position 
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Figure 10 

The alarm setting page has the following types of alarm settings: alarm config and alarm adv config, which 

can be set according to site conditions and product configuration types of the system. 

➢ Alarm Config: when the alarm is selected to be on, when the alarm temperature is reached, the main 

interface will automatically capture the image, store and prompt the sound. The values on both sides 

are the alarm range, and no alarm will be given if the range is exceeded. 

➢ Alarm time: you can control the gap time between two alarms through “Alarm time”. 

➢ Measure FPS: It controls temperature measurement frame speed. Set according to network situation. 

6. Advanced Settings 

 

Click here to set lower 

temperature limit 

Click here to set upper 

temperature limit 
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Figure 11 

The advanced settings comprise mainly three display and setting items: ambient temperature 

compensation，version information, and advanced configuration. 

➢ Version information: It is the version information of the current client software. 

➢ Advanced configuration: It consists of "Advanced Configuration" and  "Path Setting". The 

"Advanced Configuration" is shown in the figure below 

 

Figure 12 

◆ Visible light stream types: It default setting is "Main Stream"; 

◆ Hard disk Full alarm: It uses the default setting of 90%; 

◆ Alarm image storage period: The default setting is 3 months, which can be modified. 

◆ Automatic timing: Enable by default. 
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Figure 13 

The path configuration is: 

◆ Image save path: The path is set according to the current hard disk directory of the computer; 

◆ Audio file save path: The path is set according to the current hard disk directory of the computer. 

1.3.3 Historical Record 

 

Figure 14 

Click the "History" button to enter the "Alarm Image" interface. Set the channel number, alarm type and 

file type of the device to be queried. Click "Search", and according to the searched alarm records, all alarm 

records according to the chosen type are displayed on the right side of the interface. The alarm records 

show the alarm time and the point where the alarm occurred. 

In the alarm records, the chosen alarm image can be processed, the alarm type can be selected, and the 

current alarm image can be directly deleted. 

:Swith between infrared images and visible light images; 

:Search the images; 

:Delete the chosen images; 

:Classify chosen images as “Carry and other”,in order to kick some false alarm image out; 
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: Classify chosen images as “Fever has been processed”,in order to find the fever tager 

quickly; 

: Back to the liveview. 


